Parkfield’s design offers users a tactile experience with a rounded lever and curved body, beautifully highlighted by both the GROHE StarLight® Chrome and SuperSteel Infinity Finish™ options. Ease of use is at the heart of Parkfield™, with a pull-out spray with a locking feature that lets you switch easily between two spray modes, perfect for rinsing the sink or washing vegetables.
Guided by German design and engineering principles, GROHE fixtures offer stunning, enduring style that equals, but never overpowers, their performance. Every component of every GROHE product must perform at the highest level of operation and pass our stringent endurance tests, undergoing the simulated effects of 20 years’ daily use.

**SILKMOVE® CARTRIDGES**
Formed from a revolutionary ceramic alloy, GROHE SilkMove® cartridge features a rich, smooth handling that delivers ideal water flow and consistent temperature control that lasts a lifetime.

**STARLIGHT® TECHNOLOGY**
Across the spectrum of GROHE finishes, from matte to shiny and in all colour choices, GROHE StarLight® offers a made-to-last finish. The flawless, long-lasting surface is designed to be extremely resistant to dirt and scratches, making maintenance effortless and ensuring good-as-new looks for many years.

**SPEEDCLEAN® ANTI-LIME SYSTEM**
The faucet also incorporates GROHE’s SpeedClean® nozzles, which lets users remove limescale with a single swipe of the finger. Parkfield’s mix of comfort, flexibility and perfect control not only makes preparing food easy, but cleaning up afterwards is also a breeze.
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